The Impact Circle + DAF = The Perfect Combination!

The Impact Circle was Created with DAFs in Mind

The very first Impact Circle was created especially for donors with donor advised funds (DAFs) who were looking for a fun, educational, and meaningful opportunity to directly experience the impact of their philanthropy. These first donors shared an interest in science, in learning and discovering, and doing more than just writing a check or making a grant. They wanted to be more hands on, participatory, and engaged in the process of putting their philanthropy to work.

The Impact Circle offers a year long philanthropic journey, bringing the process of science to life, offering opportunities for learning and education, and most importantly, bringing donors and the world-leading scientists at the Buck closer together. Eight years later, this experiment has been a tremendous success – with many of the projects supported by Impact Circle donors leading to new discoveries and breakthroughs, as well as earning support and funding through NIH. Yes, DAFs can make a difference and you can make an impact!

To join the Impact Circle recommend a grant of $5,000
Grant to: Buck Institute for Research on Aging, EIN: 94-3030609